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Abstract

Rectangular section pipes are being increasingly used by

induslry. This paper describes the determination of lhe
celerily and magnitude of pressure surges in reclangular
cross-section steel and aluminium pipes fo, the long side
to wall thickness ratio I
pared with analytical equations for lhe celerity which take
account of pipe wall shear, bending, tension and Poisson's
ratio. The waae celerity decreases lhe more lhe pipe cross-
sectional area departs from square.

Nomenclature

A mean cross-sectional area of pipe (ry), m2

c celerity of pressure surge relative to
undisturbed fluid , mls

E modulus of elasticity of the pipe material, Pa
G shear modulus of pipe material, Pa
K bulk modulus of elasji.ity of the liquid, P.
I mean length of side bf square section pipe, m
T measured time for wave travel, s

t thickness of pipe wall, m
V steady state flow velocity, m/s
a celerity of pressure surge relative to

stationary pipe, m/s
mean length of long side of rectangular pipe, m
mean length of short side of rectangular pipe, m
density of liquid, kg/m3
Poisson's ratio
a function of
change in cross-sectional area, m2

magnitude of pressure surge, N/*'
mean decrease in steady state flow
velocity during surge, m/s

Subscripts

bs due to bending and shear
t due to wall stretch

Introduction

Prediction of the celerity and magnitude of pressure surges
in circular section pipes and conduits is well established,
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and there exists a large body of experimental data to sup-
port the theoretical equations upon which those predic-
tions are based. In recent years, pipelines of rectangular
cross-section have been increasingly used in power station
cooling water systems, aircraft fuel systems and aerospace

applications. It is therefore not surprisittg that attention
has been geven to the prediction of the surge magnitude
and celerity in such conduits. However, the theoretical
equations emanating from such studies have not been cor-

related, to any significant degree, with experimental data.
Hill [1] developed equations for the celerity of a pres-

sure surge in rectangular section pipes using simple steady
state theory to describe the deformation of the pipe walls
under the increased surge pressure. Each side-wall of the
pipe was considered to be an encastre beam which de-

formed due to the action of a uniformly distributed load,
the corners of the pipe remaining at fixed points in space

and undergoing no rotation, while pipe wall inertia and
end effects due to longitudinal restraint were neglected.

Jenkner's [2] analysis of thin walled rectangular pipes
allowed for rotation of the pipe wall corners with no re-
striction on them being fixed in space, thus allowing him
to take account of stretching of the side-walls as well as

bending deflections. For a thin walled square section pipe,
(+

of Hill and he therefore concluded that the effect of pipe
wall stretch has a negligible effect on the transient velocity
occurri.rg during surge.

Thorley & Guymer t3] extended the work of Hill to
include the effects of shear forces on the deflection of the
side-walls of the pipe, and lateral stretch of the walls. Ef-
fects due to bending about a longitudinal axis in the pipe
walls, and pipe wall inertia were neglected, and no account
was taken of the influence of longitudinal pipe restraint
and the subsequent influence of Poisson's ratio. These

authors also presented three experimental data points for
pipe flow velocities in the range 0.195 to 0.339 m/s in alu-
minium and steel pipes of various cross-sections. These

differed by between 6.5 and 16.8 To from their theoretical
predictions. Thorley k Guymer also calculated the ex-
pected pressure change using the Joukowski relationship
(Lp - pcLV) and concluded that it was within 2 Vo of the
experimentally observed pressure.

Sayers [4] further extended the work of Thorley k
Guymer to include the effect of Poisson's ratio on the
stretch of the pipe walls. Experimental pressure surge

celerities were determined for square section steel pipes
in the range I2.9
8%o of the theoretical predictions. This paper extends the
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work of Sayers to rectangular section pipes, and shows
that the developed analytical equations may be used with
confidence.

Governing equations

Figure 1 shows a stretch 6z of a rectangular cross-section
pipe having mean side length of r and y. If a pressure
surge of magnitude L,p above the steady state pressure
takes place, the celerity c of the transient pressure wave
relative to the fluid into which it is moving, is given bv [5]
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Putting

A
where 6, (r, y) is the function
equation (2), then

(')
(b)

(.)

du, (, , a) ,o\
@ \.)/

within the curiy brackets of

and depends on the variable (# ) for its magnitude.
Therefore the method of evaluation of (** ) is very im-
portant. Three parameters contributing to the change in
cross-section of a rectangular pipe section were considered
by Thorley & Guymer.[3] These were:

1. side-wall deflection due to bending moments resulting
from an internal pressure change;

2. shear forces acting in the pipe walls;

3. stretchirg of the sides of the pipe walls due to the
internal pressure change.

These parameters each contributed to LA to give

LA-A,Abs*LAt
where A,4u, is the combined area change due to bend-
ing and shear, while LA, is the flow cross-sectional area
change caused by pipe wall stretch. AAus w&s found to be
given bv [3]

A/u, -

= [du. @,rrfril@,y)]

where 6, (c , y) is the function due to the stretchitrg of the
pipe walls.

Thorley & Guymer [3] assumed that the tensile forces
in the pipe walls were given by ry and ry, respec-
tively, while Sayers [4] introduced the influence of the
method of pipe support into the analysis for 6, (r, y). Suy-
ers considered three methods of longitudinal pipe support:

1. pipe ends are free to move longitudinally so that there
is no longitudinal stress in the pipe walls;

2. pipe ends are rigidly clamped to prevent longitudinal
strain in the pipe walls;

3. restraint where there exists both longitudinal stress
and longitudinal strain in the pipe walls.

Table 1 d, (*, y) for three cases of
longitudinal pipe restraint

Case il (r, y7

The resulting functions for 6, (x, a) are shown in Table
1 where the stretch of the pipe wall is modified by the
inclusion of Poisson's ratio for the pipe material. Equation
(1) can therefore be written as

(4)

(1)

(5)

where d @,y) = [du, (r,y) * d, (r, y)]

Experimental apparatus

The experimental test rig is shown in Figurc2. The rectan-
gular pipe test sections consisted of commercially available
hot rolled mild steel pipes and aluminium extrusions. The
steel pipes were divided into two sets, the pipes compris-
itg a set having approximately the same nominal outside
dimensions, but differing wall thickness. The aluminium
pipes had a wider variation in their dimensions. A num-
ber of measurements, to within 0.01 mm, were taken of the
outside dimensions and wall thickness of each pipe. These
were averaged and are tabulated in Table 2. The fillet
radii of the pipes were of the same order of magnitude as
the wa,ll thickness.

Ap

Figu re 1 Rectangular section pipe element.
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S ettling

Headen Tank

Rapidly closing valve

Upstream transducen Downstneam
transducer

Figu re 2 E^perimenta I test rig.

Table 2 Averaged dimensions of the test sections
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Flow control va lve
E

I

To d

Rotameter

Transition piece

Pipe No.
and rnaterial

1MS
2 \{S
3 X,{S

4 N{S

5 N,{S

6 N,IS

7 X{S

8 N{S

9AL
10 AL
11 AL

Outer dirnensions and
wall thickness (rnm)

31.58 x 19.31 x 1.70

31.57 x 18.85 x 2.15
31.39 x 18.94 x 2.53
31.85x20.06x3.00
38.05x18.98x1.74
37 .97 x 19.93 x 2.05
38.37x18.99x2.50
40.12 x 19.75 x 3.12
33.10 x 20.40 x 1.07

32.97 x20.I7 x 1.58

39.62 x 20.51 x I.tt2

nly rlt
r.70 17.60
r.76 13.68
1.76 11.40
1.69 9.61
2 .rr 20.86
2.0r 17 .52

2.18 14.30
2.22 11.86
1.66 29.93
1.69 19.86
2 .0r 25. 10

t
(rnrn)
29.88
29.42
28.86
28.85
36.31
35.92
35.87
37.00
32 .03

31.39
38. 10

v
(rnrn)
17 .61

16.70
16.47
17.06
17 .24

17.88
16.49
16.63
19.33
18 .59

18 9I

The pipes were 6 m long with two transducer pockets
rvelded onto the outer wall at 50 mm from each end, and
into which rvere ,screwed two 25 mm diameter inductance
pressure transducers. The pockets were provided with air
bleed holes for the release of any entrapped air prior to
surge. Each Transducer pocket was connected to the fluid
in the pipe via a 4 mm diameter hole I mm long, drilled
through the pocket and pipe wall. Similar pockets had
been used in similar experiments on circular pipes and
had been found to give excellent results. The upstrearn
end of the pipe was connected, via a flange, to a settlirg
tank which was supplied with wa,ter from a 16 m high con-
stant head tank through a rotameter used for rneasurement
of the water flow rate. The rotameter was calibrated by
rveighing water collected over a period of time to generate
a linear calibration curve. The error bound on the mea-
surement of flow rate was * 1 To.Each pipe was clamped
a,t intervals of 650 mm along its length to prevent longi-
tudinal expansion (i... case (b) of Table 1), and also to
reduce longitudinal and lateral vibration.

A rapidly closing valve placed at the downstream end
of the pipe had an orifice diameter of 20 rnm. To achieve
a srlooth flolv transition frorn the recta,ngular pipe section
to a circula,r section, a, rectangular-to-rouud tapering tran-
sition piece 200 mln long was ma,de to suit each pipe. This
was inserted between the downstrearn end of the pipe and
the rapidly closing valve.

The fast action solenoid-operated valve was closed in
5.6 milliseconds under the action of a helical spring pos-
sessing a stiffness of 32.2 N/mm. The closure time was
of sufficiently short duration to be regarded as rapid , dc-
cording to the criterion that for all runs the valve was
fully closed before the return of the pressure wave reflected
from the upstream reservoir. The pressure surge was de-
tected by the two transducers whose signals were amplified
and displayed on a storage oscilloscope screen which was
triggered during steady state flow before activation of the
solenoid. From these recordings for different flow rates
through each pipe, the celerity of the pressure surge and
its magnitude were measured. Although the pressure at
the upstream transducer wa,s recorded, it was not needed
to determine the wave celerity but was used as a check on
the celerity determined from the downstream transducer.

Results

For a steel pipe of 20 mm short side-wall length, equation
(5) case (b) firereinafter called equation (5b)] is plotted
against wall thickness in Figure 3 for fhree different long
side-rvall lengths. In Figure 4, equation (5b) ir plotted for
a given pipe size (40 x 20 rnm) for aluminium and steel.
Figure 5 shows a typical recorded downstream transducer
pressure surge tra,ce. The distance 7 represents the time
ta,ken for the surge wave to travel from the downstream
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transducer to the upstream reservoir, and then back to the
downstreatn transducer as a reflected cancelling wave. The
point at which the pipe pressure begins to rise above the
steady state pressure is taken as the time when the surge
wave due to sudden valve closure first reaches the down
stream transducer, while the point at which the surge pres-
sure suddenly falls is taken at the time of arrival of the
reflected wave back at the downstream transducer. There-
fore since the distance from the downstream transducer to
the reservoir is 5.95 m, the wave celerity relative to the
stationary pipe is given by
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Figu re 4 Wave celerity vs. wall thi,ckness
eq uation (5b) for the aluminium and steel

(, - 40 mrn, A - 20 mm).
For steel: E - 200 GPa, G - 82.7 GPa, v

For aluminium: E = 69 GPa, G - 27.6 GPa,
For water: I{ - 2.05 GPa.

7 8 9 rO

from
pipes.

- 0.3.
Lt - 0.33.

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9lO
Pipe wall thickness t (mm)

Figure 3 Variation of wave celerity with pipe wall thick-
ness for steel pipes of fixed short side length

from equation (5b). (A - 20 mm, E - 200 GPa,
n_t-' - 82.7 GPa, u = 0.3, /i*.ter = 2.05 GPa).

If the reduction in steady state flow velocity LV is
negligible when cornpare with 1), then c rnay be assurned
to be approxirnately equal to u. In these experiments AV
is little more than 1 To of u, hence the mean celerity c for
the range of water flow rates for each pipe was determined,
a,nd is colnpared with the theoretical celerity calculated
from equation (5b), in Table 3.

In Table 2 the steel pipes are split into two basic
groups cornprising pipes I-4 and 5-8, respectively, it
which the side lengths are approximately constant within
each group, while for both groups the average length of
the shorter side is the same. The average pipe sizes were
(31.6 x 19.3 mm) and (38.6 x 19.4 rnm), respectively, and
inserting these lengths into equation (5b), the theoreti-
cal celerity was ca,lculated and plotted in Figure 6 as a
function of pipe rvall thickness. The appropriate experi-
rnentally determined celerities for each pipe in a set are
also plotted in Figure 6.

Steady state
pressure

o.

Figu re 5 Typical pressu re surge recording.

Referring again to Pigure 5, the surge pressure was
taken at the height reached by the initial surge. Although
sorne perturbations above and below this pressure, caused
by extraneous vebrations or the presence of small vapour
cavities were observed, the mean surge pressure during the

1..'. .35x2O mm

2 --- - -- 4ox2o mm

3 

- 

45x2O mm
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wave travel was in general easily defined. The experimen-
tal surge pressures measured at each flow rate are com-
pared in Figure 7 with those calculated from the Joukowski
surge pressure relationship of equation (7).t5]

L,p - pcL,u
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0 5 lo t5 20 25 30 35

PcAV (bar)

Figu re 7 E"perimental surge pressure vs. Joukowski surge
pressu re (equation 7).

4 6 8t0 4 68
Velocity ratio (c/AV)

Figu re 8 Su rge pressu re coeff icient vs. velocity ratio for steel

and aluminium pipes.

Discussion

In Figure 3, for a, given constant pipe size, equation (5b)
shows arl increase in wave celerity with wall thickness
which gives good correlation to a logarithmic function of
the form log(c) - (o) log(l) over the range 1 < t < 3. This
range of wall thickness is that rnost likely to be found in
commercia,l pra,ctice. At greater wall thicknesses the celer-
ity departs from the simple logarithmic form, and tends
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When calculating L,p using equation (7), the experimen-
tally determined values of c and Au were used. Equation
(7) can also be expressed in dimensionless form as a pres-

sure surge coefficient (#) - 6 (*) and this functional
relationship is plotted in Figure 8 for the measured surge
pressures and velocities.

Table 3 Comparison between theoretical and
experimental celerity of a pressure surge for rectangular

section steel and aluminium pipes
E t"er - 200 GPa, G - 82.7 GPa, u - 0.3
E"rum.-69GPa, G-27.6GPa, v- 0.33

/{*.t". - 2.05 GPa
Pipe Mean celerity: c (rn/s) %

No. Equation (5b) Experiment difference
1 MS 535.3 531.3 -0.75
2 MS 702.9 683.6 -2.75
3 MS 843.7 819.8 -2.84
4 MS 984.0 947.5 -3.71
5 MS 377 .4 373.0 - 1.15
6 MS 488.5 487 .2 -0.26
7 MS 601.9 595.1 - 1.13
8 MS 737 .7 700.4 -5.05
9 AL 156.7 163.3 +4.2r
10 AL 278.9 279.2 +0.11
11 AL 179.0 186.6 +4.24
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towards the speed of sound in an infinitely large expanse
of fluid, since + in equation (1) then tends towards zero.
The sensitivity of the celerity to changes in the length of
the long side-wall for a given wall thickness is greatest
at small wall thickness. In particular, at a 2 mm wall
thickness the celerity decreases by 

"pproximately 
38 % for

a 29 To increase in long side-wall length.

Sensitivity of the wave celerity to changes in pipe ma-
terial is illustrated in Figure 4 where, for the aluminium
pipe, the combinations of lower rnoduli of elasticity and
shear coupled with a higher Poisson's ratio causes a sub-
stantial reduction in wave celerity.

Table 3 shows excellent agreement between the ex-
perimental and theoretical results, the average difference
being in the order of 2 To. Thorle y k Guymer [3] reported
a 16.8 To difference between the observed and theoretical
celerity when ignoring the effect of Poisson's ratio. The
slight differences in the nomina,l side-wall length of the
pipes used in the experiments do not seriously affect the
calculated celerity. This is proved in Figure 6 where the
experimental wave celerities are compared with theoretica,l
curves from equation (5b) drawn for the averaged nominal
side-wall lengths. As the cross-section of the pipe d.parts
from a square, so the wave celerity decreases. For pipes
I-4, the ratio f at a rvall thickness of 2 mrn is 15.8, rvhile
the corresponding celerity is 620 rn/s. For a similar I in
a square pipe, Sayers [4] reported a celerity of 750 m/-s.

The measured surge magnitude (Figure i) agrees, to
within 2.5 To, with that calculated from the rnea,sured
wave celerity and steady state velocity using the standard
Joukowski relationship of equation (7) Thus the magni-
tude of the pressure surge is independent of the pipe size,
cross-section, material and method of constraint, and de-
pends only on the wave celerity for a given LV. In Figure
8 the surge pressure coefficients for eactr pipe rnaterial fall
into two distinct bands with the best fit po\\rer laws de-
fined in the figure. For other pipe materials, sirnilar power
laws rvill be obtained.
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Conclusions

The celerity and magnitude of pressure surges in rectan-
gular section steel and aluminium pipes have been exper-
imentally measured for a range of steady state flow veloc-
ities. These have been compared with theoretically deter-
mined values obtained from an equation which includes
the effects of pipe wall shear and tensile stresses, pipe wall
deflections due to bending moments, and the influence of
Poisson's ratio. Excellent agreement between experiment
and theory wa"s found to occur.

The celerity of the pressure decreases the more the
pipecroSS-SectiondepartsfromSquare,whilefori>
the variation of celerity is approximately linear on a log-log
scale.

The surge magnitude follows the Joukowski relation-
ship. Pressure coefficients embodying the wave celerity
and surge magnitude have been defined, empirical rela-
tionships for the surge pressure coefficients for rectangular
steel and aluminium pipes are presented.

The analytical equations for the surge celerity may be
used with confidence.
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